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Kelsey is a Special Education Teacher in Tennesse. She 
recognizes the rate of burn-out in the field is HIGH and 
hopes to play a small part in providing other teachers with 
evidence based and data driven resources needed in their 
classrooms, so they can be the best possible teacher for 
their students! Her resources can be found on TPT. In 
addition to her bright and cheery Instagram, Kelsey also 
hosts a blog!

HONESTLY ADHD

Erin Snyders is the founder of Honestly ADHD and the 
Honestly ADHD Parenting Academy. She is an ADHD 
parenting coach, educator, blogger and speaker, and also a 
busy mom of three spirited children, one of whom was 
diagnosed with ADHD at the age of 5. 
Erin began her career as a lawyer, however, her personal 
experiencing raising a child with ADHD has been one of her 
life’s biggest (and most rewarding) struggles. During this time 
of exceptionally challenging parenting, Erin often found 
herself feeling isolated and alone in trying to figure out 
ADHD. This was the catalyst for leaving her corporate career, 
becoming an ADHD parenting coach, and creating an online 
community for parents across the globe to find connection 
and resources.

LOOKING FOR AVENUES TO CONNECT? 

WANT TO FIND AN EXPERT ON A CERTAIN TOPIC?

 

WE’VE CURATED A FEW OF OUR FAVORITES WHO ARE 

CLIMBING THE CHARTS. FOLLOW, JOIN, FRIEND, OR 

SUBSCRIBE TO THESE ACCOUNTS AND GET TO KNOW THESE 

AWESOME PEOPLE!



Y

PINK OATMEAL

Chandra combined her love of design with her 
knowledge of Physical Therapy to create resources that 
promote motor development and physical activity which 
she offers on her blog. Over on Pinterest, she has 
curated 34 fabulous boards ranging from motor 
milestones to brain breaks. Parent, educator, or therapist, 
Pink Oatmeal has something for everyone. All of 
Chandra’s boards have quality pins and her Pink Oatmeal 
products offer many thematic topics for use in the 
classroom, and out! 

EDVERYTHING EDUCATION

Teachers Danielle and Nicole are educators passionate 
about changing the face of education by helping other 
remarkable teachers stay in this important profession. They 
know just how important it is for fellow teachers to get 
regular doses of motivation to keep them going through-
out the year. Part inspiration and part implementation, their 
podcast offers short episodes designed to provide action-
able steps on how to make your classroom more efficient, 
new technology or ideas to try out in, and other resources 
they find along the way. 

VERY SPECIAL TALES

Clara, an economist and psychologist, is a mother of two 
and hosts a blog. After some major geographical tran-
sitions, Clara began creating stories for her son, Victor, 
to help him cope. She decided to write these stories out 
and share them to help others. Clara not only shares her 
witty tales, but also tackles some difficult topics on her 
blog including Autism, Anxiety, Anger, and Self-Esteem. 
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